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Inference and optimization of real-value edge variables in sparse graphs are studied using the Bethe ap-
proximation and replica method of statistical physics. Equilibrium states of general energy functions involving
a large set of real edge variables that interact at the network nodes are obtained in various cases. When applied
to the representative problem of network resource allocation, efficient distributed algorithms are also devised.
Scaling properties with respect to the network connectivity and the resource availability are found, and links to
probabilistic Bayesian approximation methods are established. Different cost measures are considered and
algorithmic solutions in the various cases are devised and examined numerically. Simulation results are in full
agreement with the theory.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The links between statistical physics models and a variety
of inference and optimization problems have been signifi-
cantly strengthened over the last decade 1. Two aspects of
these links have been exploited. Macroscopically, using the
statistical physics framework, one describes typical proper-
ties of the problem and provides valuable insight into its
generic characteristics. Microscopically, established tech-
niques of statistical physics such as the cavity method have
been used for devising efficient inference algorithms, some
of which have been independently discovered and used in
other research communities 2–5.
Most studies so far, both within and outside the statistical
physics community, have focused on cases of discrete vari-
ables. Among the recently successful examples using meth-
ods of statistics-based mechanics, one can mention hard
computational problems 6 and error-correcting codes 7.
Statistical mechanical approaches to learning of discrete
variables have also been considered on tree structures 8.
On the other hand, networks of continuous variables were
much less explored. One of the main reasons for this limited
activity is the difficulty in applying message passing ap-
proximation algorithms 2,3 in this case, as the discrete
messages passed between variables become functions of real
variables. Applied message passing for systems of real vari-
ables typically relies on modeling the functions using a re-
duced number of parameters 9.
In the statistical physics community there have been re-
cent attempts to simplify the messages for continuous vari-
ables. For example, a step forward was made in Ref. 10 to
parametrize the messages using eigenfunction decomposition
for special cases. Furthermore, the continuous variables
treated by these methods are localized on nodes, whereas
many interesting problems, such as the resource allocation
problem presented here and partially in 11,12, involve
real variables defined on links between nodes.
In this paper we study a system with real variables that
can be mapped onto a sparse graph and suggest an efficient
message-passing approximation method for inference and
optimization. We first formulate the problem at a general
temperature; the message-passing algorithm we present here
as well as the related analysis are primarily general inference
algorithms. In this paper, however, we are particularly inter-
ested in the optimal, zero temperature solution that reduces
the task to an optimization problem.
Global optimization techniques, such as linear or qua-
dratic programming 13, can successfully solve many of
these problems. However, message-passing approaches have
the potential to solve global optimization problems via local
updates, thereby reducing the growth in computational com-
plexity from cubic to linear with the system size. An even
more important practical advantage is its distributive nature
that is particularly suitable for distributive computation in
large or evolving networks and does not require a global
optimizer.
We focus on a prototype for optimization, and use the
example of resource allocation as a vehicle to demonstrate
the potential of our method, both for gaining insights into the
main properties of the system and as an efficient optimiza-
tion algorithm. Our method is efficient since the messages
consist of only the first and second derivatives of the vertex
free energies derived from our analysis. The key to the suc-
cessful simplification, not needed for the simpler case of dis-
crete variables, is that the messages passed to a target node
are accompanied by information-provision messages from
the target node, to first determine the working point at which
the derivatives should be calculated.
The problem of resource allocation is a well-known net-
work problem in the areas of computer science and opera-
tions management 14,15. The problem itself is quite gen-
eral and is applicable to typical situations where a large
number of nodes are required to balance loads and/or re-
sources, such as reducing Internet traffic congestion and
streamlining network flow of commodities 16,17. In com-
puter science, many practical algorithmic solutions have
been proposed to distribute the computational load between
computers connected in a network. They usually are heuristic
and focus on practical aspects e.g., communication proto-
cols. The problem we are addressing here is more generic
and, in the context of computer networks, is represented by
nodes of some computational power that should carry out
tasks; subtasks are then moved around such that all demands
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will be satisfied while the migration of sub-tasks is mini-
mized.
In Sec. II we will introduce the general model, followed
by a replica-based analysis in Sec. III and subsequently by a
Bethe approximation-based analysis in Sec. IV. A message-
passing algorithm for the problem of resource allocation will
be presented in Sec. V followed by the derivation of scaling
laws in the limit of high connectivity in Sec. VI. Numerical
results for Secs. III–VI will be presented in Sec. VII. We will
then extend the model to the case of general cost functions in
Sec. VIII, highlighting strengths and weaknesses of our ap-
proach. We will conclude the presentation with a summary
and point to future research directions.
II. MODEL
The problem we are addressing here is a generic version
of resource allocation and serves as an example of a sparsely
connected system of real variables that should be optimized
with respect to some general cost. It is represented by nodes
of some computational power that should carry out tasks.
Both computational powers and tasks will be chosen at ran-
dom from some arbitrary distribution. The nodes are located
on a randomly chosen sparse network of some connectivity.
The goal is to migrate tasks on the network such that de-
mands will be satisfied while the migration of sub-tasks is
minimized. We focus here on the satisfiable case where the
total computing power is greater than the demand, and where
the number of nodes involved is very large.
The sparse network considered has N nodes, labeled i
=1, . . . ,N. Each node i is randomly connected to c other
nodes. The connectivity matrix is given by Aij =A ji=1,0 for
connected and unconnected node pairs, respectively. A link
variable yij is defined on each connected link from j to i. We
focus on the case of intensive connectivity cO1N; and
restrict the problem to the fixed connectivity case although
both the analysis and the algorithm devised on its basis can
handle a general connectivity profile.
We consider a general energy function cost
E = 
ij
Aijyij + 
i
i,yijAij = 1	 ,
where the summation ij is made over all node pairs, and i
is a quenched variable defined on node i. In the context of
probabilistic inference, yij may represent the coupling be-
tween observables in nodes j and i, yij may correspond
to the logarithm of the prior distribution of yij, and
i , yij Aij =1	 the logarithm of the likelihood of the ob-
servables i. Since the cost is independent of the direction of
the currents in many applications, we focus on the case that
y is a general even function of y. In the context of re-
source allocation, yij
−yji may represent the current from
node j to i, yij may correspond to the transportation cost,
and i , yij Aij =1	 the performance cost of the allocation
task on node i, dependent on the node capacity i; the ca-
pacity of a node is defined as its computational capability
minus its computational demand, and is randomly drawn
from a distribution i.
III. REPLICA ANALYSIS
To make the analysis more concrete and strengthen the
link to the resource allocation problem, we keep the term
yij general and, aiming to satisfy the capacity constraints,
set i , yij Aij =1	=ln− jAijyij −i+, where 
→0 and  is the step function. This reduces the problem to
the load balancing task of minimizing the energy function
cost E=ijAijyij, subject to the constraints on the re-
sources of nodes i,

j
Aijyij + i 	 0. 1
An alternative formulation is to consider the dual of the
original optimization problem. Introducing Lagrange multi-
pliers, the function to be minimized becomes
L = 
ij
Aijyij + 
i

ij Aijyij + i . 2
Optimizing L with respect to yij, one obtains
yij = −1
 j − 
i , 3
where 
i is referred to as the chemical potential of node i,
and  is the derivative of  with respect to its argument.
This can be interpreted as the current being driven by the
potential difference.
Since the probability of finding loops of finite lengths is
vanishing in large sparse networks, the structure of a sparse
network is locally a tree. Thus, given a configuration of cur-
rents yij	, one can set the current potential i of a node to an
arbitrary value, and assign  j of its neighbors according to
 j =i+yij. Repeating this assignment process to next nearest
neighbors and so on, the current potentials of all nodes in the
tree can be determined. Hence the current potentials can be
considered as valid independent variables as the current vari-
ables used originally. This implies that we can consider the
optimization problem in the space of the current potentials.
Since the energy function is invariant under the addition of
an arbitrary global constant to the current potentials of all
nodes, we introduce an extra regularization term i
i
2 /2 to
break the translational symmetry, where →0. Note that the
current potentials  are different from the chemical potentials

, which are the Lagrange multipliers of the dual formula-
tion in Eq. 2. Only for the quadratic cost y=y2 /2 can
the current be expressed in terms of the difference in chemi-
cal potentials. Even in this case, the two potentials may differ
by a nonvanishing constant since the resource constraints in
Eq. 1 imply that the maximum of the Lagrange multipliers
is 0, whereas the current potentials minimize ii
2 /2 and are
unlikely to have a maximum value of 0. The corresponding
partition function is
Z = 
i
 di
i
j Aij j − i + i
exp− 
ij
Aij j − i −

2 i i
2 . 4
The replicated partition function 1, at a temperature
T
−1, averaged over all network configurations of connec-
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tivity c and capacity distributions i, is given by
ZnA, =
1
N Aij=0,1

i
j Aij − c  dii

=1
n  dij Aij j − i + i
exp− 
ij
Aij j − i −

2 i i
2 .
5
Here N=Aij=0,1i jAij −c is the total number of graphs
with connectivity c. This can be easily shown to be 18
N=expN−c /2+ c /2lncN−ln c!	.
The interaction coupling current potentials of different
nodes makes it difficult to decouple them in order to define
macroscopic order parameters. Nevertheless, additional ex-
pansions detailed in Appendix A also show that it is possible
to disentangle neighboring node indices. This justifies the
formulation of the optimization in the space of the current
potentials i	 rather than that of the currents yij	. This
leads to the following definition of the order parameters:
Qr,s =
1
cNi zi exp iˆ ii − iˆ iris, 6
and its conjugate Qˆ r,s. Following the analysis of 18 and
averaging over the connectivity tensor A one finds
ZnA, = exp N c2 − cr,s Qˆ r,sQr,s
+ ln  d

 d
−

d dˆ 2 
 exp

iˆ  + c − 2 2Xc ,
7
where
X = 
r,s
Qˆ r,s

− iˆ rs
+
1
2r,s Qr,s
r
r!s!
− iˆ  − ddyse−yy=.
8
The somewhat unusual indices of the order parameters Qr,s
and Qˆ r,s, the vectors r and s, represent n-component vectors
r1 , . . . ,rn and s1 , . . . ,sn, respectively. This is a result of
the specific interaction considered which entangles nodes of
different indices. The order parameters Qr,s and Qˆ r,s are
given by the extremum condition of Eq. 7, i.e., via a set of
saddle point equations with respect to the order parameters.
To facilitate the solution, we introduce the generating func-
tion of Psz and its inversion,
Psz = 
r
Qr,s

zr
r!
,
Qr,s = 

 
z
rPsz
z=0
. 9
Eliminating Qˆ r,s, and substituting the saddle point equation
of Qr,s into Psz in Eq. 9, one finds the recursion relation
Psz =
1
DP
 d

 d
−

d dˆ 2
expiˆ  + c − z − 2 2

sk

k=1
c−1
Psk
k
1
sk
!
− iˆ  − ddysk

e−y
y=


s, 10
where DP is a constant given in Eq. A9. Note that Psz is
expressed in terms of c−1 functions Psk k=1, . . . ,c−1,
integrated over  and summed over sk. This structure is typi-
cal of the Bethe lattice description of networks of connectiv-
ity c, explained in Sec. IV, where nodes are divided into
generations. Each node provides input to an ancestor node
and receives input from c−1 descendent nodes. This forms a
tree structure, in which the state of a node depends on those
of its subsequent generations.
In order to derive a set of recursive equations one should
make an assumption about the inherent symmetries of the
problem. Here we employ the replica symmetric ansatz. In
previous treatment of related problems, the order parameters
are represented as an integral over moments of the corre-
sponding probability distribution, incorporating the permuta-
tion invariance of the replica indices 7,18. Generalizing to
the case of Psz, which is an order parameter depending on
the continuous variables z, the ansatz takes the form
Psz =

 dRz,Ts

, 11
where T represents the tree terminated at the vertex node
with current potential , providing input to the ancestor with
chemical potential z, and ¯ represents the average of the
capacities of each node of the tree over the distribution .
Note that the replicas are coupled through their common
dependence on the quenched variables . This is in contrast
to conventional derivations, such as the SK model 1, in
which the dependence on the disorder is integrated out, lead-
ing to more explicit inter-replica dependencies.
The resultant recursion relation for the function R is inde-
pendent of the replica indices and hence remains valid in the
n→0 limit. It is given by
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Rz,T =
1
DR

k=1
c−1  dkR,kTk

k=1
c−1
k − c + z + VT
exp− 2 2 − k=1
c−1
 − k , 12
where DR is a constant given in Eq. A10, and Tk represents
the tree terminated at the kth descendent of the vertex. VT
is the capacity of the vertex of the tree T. Equation 12
expresses Rz , T in terms of c−1 functions R ,k Tk
k=1, . . . ,c−1, integrated over k. Again, this is character-
istic of the Bethe lattice structure. Furthermore, except for
the factor exp−2 /2, a self-consistent solution of R is
that it is a function of y
−z, which is interpreted as the
current drawn from a node with current potential  by its
ancestor with current potential z. Hence we will express the
function R as the product of a vertex partition function ZV
and a normalization factor W, which contains any residual
dependence on . Since  is taken to approach zero in the
analysis, it is expected that W should approach a constant
independent of . Hence we let Rz , T=WZVy T. As
explained in Appendix A, in the limit →0, the dependence
on  and y decouples; this enables one to derive a recursion
relation for the vertex free energy 19 FVy T

−T ln ZVy T when a current y is drawn from the vertex of
a tree T 20,
FVyT = − T ln
k=1
c−1  dyk
k=1
c−1
yk − y + VT
exp− 
k=1
c−1
FVykTk + yk
+T ln
k=1
c  dyk
k=1
c
yk + V
exp− 
k=1
c
FVykTk + yk

.
13
In the zero temperature limit, this recursion relation reduces
to
FVyT = min
ykk=1c−1yk−y+VT	0	

k=1
c−1
FVykTk + yk
− min
ykk=1c yk+V	0	

k=1
c
FVykTk + yk

.
14
The solution of Eqs. 13 and 14 can be obtained numeri-
cally in a recursive manner, since the vertex free energy of a
node depends on its own capacity and the disordered con-
figuration of its descendents.
Using the replica approach, and following the derivation
of Appendix A, the averaged free energy of the network is
given by
F = − NT ln
k=1
c  dyk
k=1
c
yk + V
exp− 
k=1
c
FVykTk + yk

. 15
The current distribution and the average energy per link
can be derived, using the calculated vertex free energy, by
integrating the current y in a link from one vertex to an-
other, fed by the trees T1 and T2, respectively; the obtained
expressions are Py= y−y and = y where
 = dy exp− FLyT1,T2 dy exp− FLyT1,T2 

, 16
with
FLyT1,T2 = FVyT1 + FV− yT2 + y . 17
IV. RECURSION RELATION AND FREE ENERGY
IN THE BETHE APPROACH
The results in Sec. III can be interpreted using the Bethe
approach. Since the connectivity c is low, the probability of
finding a loop of finite length on the graph is low, and the
Bethe approximation well describes the local environment of
a node. In this approximation, a node is connected to c
branches in a tree structure, and the correlations among the
branches of the tree are neglected. In each branch, nodes are
arranged in generations. A node is connected to an ancestor
node of the previous generation, and another c−1 descendent
node of the next generation.
Consider a vertex VT of capacity VT, and a current y
is drawn from the vertex. At a temperature T
−1, one can
write an expression for the free energy Fy T as a function
of the free energies Fyk Tk of its descendants that branch
out from this vertex
FyT = − T ln
k=1
c−1  dyk
k=1
c−1
yk − y + V
exp− 
k=1
c−1
FVykTk + yk , 18
where Tk represents the tree terminated at the kth descendent
of the vertex. The free energy can be considered as the sum
of two parts
FyT = NTFav + FVyT ,
where NT is the number of nodes in the tree T, Fav is the
average free energy per node, and FVy T is the vertex free
energy.
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This allows one to decompose the free energy into

k=1
c−1
NTk + 1Fav + FVyT
= 
k=1
c−1
NTkFav − T ln
k=1
c−1  dyk

k=1
c−1
yk − y + VT
exp− 
k=1
c−1
FVykTk + yk . 19
To determine the Fav, we consider the effects of adding a
vertex V which is fed by c individual trees T1 , . . . ,Tc. The
total free energy is then

k=1
c
NTk + 1Fav
= −T ln
k=1
c  dyk
k=1
c
yk + V
exp− 
k=1
c
NTkFav + FVykTk + yk

.
20
Rearranging the terms one obtains a recursion relation
identical to Eq. 13. The average free energy per node is
given by the second term of Eq. 13 and has the same ex-
pression for the free energy as in the replica approach 15.
The recursion relation can also be recast into a form remi-
niscent of those commonly appearing in Bethe lattices of
Ising spin variables, such as in Refs. 6,7,18. This is
achieved by considering the probability distribution of vertex
free energies PFV. Using Eq. 14,
PFV = dVV
k=1
c−1  DFVkPFVk

y
− T ln
k=1
c−1  dyk
k=1
c−1
yk − y + V
exp− 
k=1
c−1
FVkyk + yk
− F − FVy . 21
Comparing with Bethe lattices of Ising variables, the vertex
free energy FV plays the role of a cavity field. The difference
here is that the distribution to be iterated is no longer a func-
tion of a single cavity variable. Rather, the distribution is
defined in the space of cavity free energy functions, since we
are dealing with continuous variables. This parallelism en-
ables us to solve the recursion relation by population dynam-
ics. At each step of this approach, a new ancestor node is
generated at random, and its vertex free energy is updated.
It is interesting to point out that the iterative equations
13 can be directly linked to those obtained from a prin-
cipled Bayesian approximation, where the logarithms of the
messages passed between nodes are proportional to the ver-
tex free energies. This is shown explicitly in Appendix B.
V. MESSAGE-PASSING ALGORITHM
The local nature of the recursion relation 13 points to
the possibility that the network optimization can be solved
by message-passing approaches. However, in contrast to
other message-passing algorithms which pass conditional
probability estimates of discrete values to neighboring nodes,
the messages in the present context are more complex, since
they are functions FVy T of the current y.
The derivation of the algorithm can be viewed as a mini-
mization of the cost function with respect to current changes
under the capacity constraint at the neighboring nodes. When
the cost is quadratic, the impact of current changes can be
described through the first and second derivatives with re-
spect to the vertex free energy. As will be explained at the
end of this section, this two-component message is sufficient
to provide the exact solution, as long as the algorithm con-
verges.
We follow this route and simplify the message to two
parameters, namely, the first and second derivatives of the
vertex free energies. Let
Aij,Bij 
 FVyijT j/yij,2FVyijT j/yij
2 
be the message passed from node j to i. Based on the mes-
sages received from the descendents k i, the vertex free
energy from j to i can be obtained by minimizing the free
energy in the space of the current adjustments  jk drawn
from the descendents. Using Eq. 14, we minimize
Fij = 
ki
A jkAjk jk + 12Bjk jk2 +  jk  jk + 12 jk  jk2  , 22
subject to the constraint

ki
A jkyjk +  jk − yij +  j 	 0, 23
where  jk and  jk represent the first and second derivatives
of y at y=yjk, respectively. Introducing the Lagrange mul-
tiplier 
ij, the optimal solution is given by
Fij
*
=
1
2ki
A jk
ij2 − Ajk +  jk 2
Bjk +  jk
24
where
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ij = minki A jkyjk − Ajk +  jk Bjk +  jk 
−1 +  j − yij

ki
A jkBjk +  jk −1
,0 . 25
The first and second derivatives of Fij
* with respect to yij lead
to the forward message Aij ,Bij from node j to i,
Aij ← − 
ij, Bij ←
− 
ij + 

ki
A jkBjk +  jk −1
. 26
We note in passing that when the descendent currents yjk
change continuously, both the vertex free energy 24 and the
chemical potential 25 change continuously for functions
y with continuous first derivatives. Hence for the qua-
dratic load balancing task, defined by y=y2 /2, a self-
consistent solution of the recursion relation Eq. 14 consists
of vertex free energies which are piecewise quadratic with
continuous slopes. This makes the two-parameter message a
very precise approximation.
In principle, if the forward messages consist of the full
vertex free energy functions, then they are already sufficient
for the optimization task. However, since the messages are
simplified to be the first and second derivatives of the vertex
free energies, each node needs to estimate the optimal cur-
rents by approximating the vertex free energy function as a
quadratic function. Hence the remaining step of the algo-
rithm is the determination of the drawn current yij at which
the derivatives comprising the messages should be com-
puted. This determination of the working point is achieved
by passing additional information-provision messages among
the nodes, a step not present in conventional message-
passing algorithms. The following two methods are proposed
for this purpose.
In the first method, when messages are sent from node j
to ancestor node i, backward messages yjk computed from
the same optimization steps are sent from node j to the de-
scendent nodes k i, informing them of the particular argu-
ments to be used for calculating subsequent messages. From
Eqs. 22 and 23, this backward message is given by
yjk ← yjk −
Ajk +  jk + 
ij
Bjk +  jk
. 27
In the second method, node j first receives the messages
Aji ,Bji and current yji from the ancestor node i, and updates
the current from yij to yij +ij by minimizing the total cost
Eij = Aijij +
1
2
Bijij
2 + Aji− yij − ij − yji
+
1
2
Bji− yij − ij − yji2 + ijij +
1
2
ijij
2
. 28
In Eq. 28, the first two terms represent the message from i
to j, the next two terms from j to i, and the last two terms the
transportation cost in link ij. The optimal solution is
yjk ←
Bijyij − Aij − Bjiyji + Aji − ij + ijyij
Bij + Bji + ij
. 29
Both methods work well for the quadratic cost function.
Implicit in the information-provision messages is the in-
dependent update of the currents yij and yji in the opposite
directions of the same link. This allows us to use the criterion
yij =−yji as a check for the convergence of the algorithm. We
have used this in our simulation program by requiring the
root mean square average of yij +yji to be less than a thresh-
old. Another usage of the information-provision messages is
in monitoring the optimal cost function during simulations.
This saves the extra step of calculating the current associated
with a link in the conventional Bethe approach.
An alternative distributed algorithm can be obtained by
iterating the chemical potentials of the nodes. The Kühn-
Tucker condition requires that the terms 
i jAijyij +i in
Eq. 2 vanish. Eliminating yij in terms of the chemical po-
tentials, 
i can be expressed in terms of 
 j of its neighbors,
namely,

i = mingi
−10,0; gix = 
j
Aij−1
 j − x + i.
30
For the quadratic load balancing task, y=y2 /2 and

i = min1
c j Aij
 j + i,0 . 31
This provides a local iteration method for the optimization
problem. We may interpret this algorithm as a price iteration
scheme by noting that the Lagrangian in Eq. 2 can be writ-
ten as
L = 
ij
AijLij + const, 32
where
Lij = yij + 
i − 
 jyij . 33
Therefore the problem can be decomposed into independent
optimization problems, each for a current on a link. 
i is the
storage price at node i, and each subproblem involves bal-
ancing the transportation cost on the link, and the storage
cost at node i less that at node j, yielding the optimal solu-
tion. This provides a pricing scheme for the individual links
to optimize, which simultaneously optimizes the global per-
formance 22.
It can be easily verified that the message-passing algo-
rithm, in the two-parameter approximation, yield solutions
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identical to the price iteration algorithm, which is exact, as
long as the connectivity is sparse and the algorithms con-
verge. Indeed, simulations provided in Sec. VII show that the
two algorithms yield excellent agreement with each other.
One can proceed with the verification by noting from Eq.
27 that 
ij =− jk −Ajk for all k i at the steady state. Since

ij is independent of the node i receiving the message, one
can write 
ij as 
 j. Similarly, using Eq. 26, Ajk=−
 jk=
−
k. We then have  jk =
k−
 j, whose inverse relation is Eq.
3. The resource constraint Eq. 1 then leads to Eq. 30.
The result that the first order message converges to the
exact result of the chemical potential at the steady state jus-
tifies the simplification of the message to two parameters. It
illustrates that higher order messages are not required for the
precision of the optimal solution, as long as the algorithm
converges. This is natural for the quadratic cost, for which it
can be verified that the vertex free energies are piecewise
quadratic functions of the currents with continuous slopes. In
addition, exact solutions can be found for other cost func-
tions, as described in Sec. VIII. Though the second order
messages do not play a role in the final solution, they are
useful in tuning the intermediate steps for faster conver-
gence. The situation is reminiscent of the use of both gradi-
ent and curvature information in many gradient-based opti-
mization techniques.
VI. HIGH CONNECTIVITY LIMIT
Both the recursive equation 14 and message-passing
equations 25 and 26 can be solved numerically as will be
shown in the next section. However, scaling laws of the
quantities of interest can also be derived analytically in the
limit of high connectivity.
We restrict the analysis to the case of quadratic cost func-
tion y=y2 /2. In the limit of large c, Eq. 26 converges to
the result
Bij =
− 
ij
c
, 34
and the currents scale as c−1. Therefore the task of satisfying
the capacity constraints is shared by a fraction of O1 of the
descendents. As a result, the collective effects of the descen-
dents on a node can be expressed in terms of the statistical
properties of the descendents. Using this scaling property of
the currents, Eq. 26 reduces to
Aij = max1
cki A jkAjk −  j,0 . 35
By virtue of the law of large numbers, it is sufficient to
consider the mean mA and variance A
2 of the messages Aij.
Respectively, they scale as c−1 and c−2 with kiA jkAjk being
self-averaging. Hence we can write
Aij =
1
c
cmA −  jcmA −  j . 36
Averaging over , drawn from a Gaussian of mean 
and variance 1 used in our numerical studies, one obtains a
self-consistent expression for the parameter 
cmA− ,
 = 
−

Dz − z −  =
e−
2/2
2
− H . 37
A. Current distribution
To obtain the current distribution, one considers the vertex
free energies of both ends of a link. For a current yij flowing
from j to i, the total energy is given by
E = Aijyij +
− 
ij
2c
yij
2
− Ajiyij +
− 
 ji
2c
yij
2 +
1
2
yij
2
,
38
where we have approximated the working points of the mes-
sages to be yij =0. This is justified since the magnitudes of
the messages are Oc−1 and yijc−1. Minimizing the energy
with respect to the current yij, one finds
yij =
1
c
cmA − icmA − i − cmA −  jcmA −  j .
39
Hence the current distribution is given by
Py = d11  d22
1
c
cmA − 1cmA − 1
− cmA − 2cmA − 2 − y . 40
For the Gaussian distribution of capacities, one obtains
Py = 2
exp− c2y24 
4/c2
H cy − 22  + 2H
exp− cy − 22 
2/c2
+ H2y . 41
This shows that the distribution Pcy /c, obtained by rescal-
ing the argument by c−1, is independent of c, and depends
solely on the average capacity  through . In particular,
the fraction of idle links is given by
Py = 0 = H2. 42
The physical picture of this scaling behavior is that the total
current required by a node to satisfy its capacity constraint is
shared by the links.
B. Average energy
Using Eq. 39, the average energy per link can be written
as
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 =
1
c2
cmA − 2cmA − 
− cmA − cmA − 2	 . 43
For the Gaussian capacity distribution, it becomes
 =
1
c2
I2 − I12 , 44
where
I1 = 
−

Dz − z =
e−
2/2
2
+ H−  , 45
I2 = 
−

Dz − z2 = 
e−
2/2
2 + 
2 + 1H−  . 46
We are also interested in how the energy is distributed in
the network. Consider the average energy per link  
among those links connected to nodes of capacity . Using
Eq. 39,
 =
1
c2
 d22cmA − cmA − 
cmA − 2cmA − 22. 47
For the Gaussian capacity distribution, this becomes
 =
1
2c2
I2 − I12 − 2I1 − 	 . 48
C. Chemical potential distribution
To obtain the distribution of the chemical potentials, one
follows a similar treatment and considers a central node 0 fed
by c descendents. Introducing a Lagrange multiplier to en-
force the capacity constraint, one replaces the energy mini-
mization problem by the Lagrangian
L = 
j=1
c A0jy0j + − 
0j2c y0j2 + 12y0j2  + 
j=1
c
y0j + 0 .
49
The currents are given by y0j =−A0j −
, and the chemical
potential by

 = min1
c
0 − 
j=1
c
A0j,0 .
In the large c limit, the approximated expression for 
 be-
comes

 =
1
c
0 − cmAcmA − 0 , 50
and the chemical potential distribution is similarly derived,
P
 = 
−
cmA
d1
c
 − cmA − 

+ 
cmA

d
 . 51
For the Gaussian capacity distribution, it reduces to
P
 =
exp− c
 + 22 
2/c2
− 
 + H
 . 52
This shows that the distribution Pc
 /c, obtained by rescal-
ing the argument by c−1, is independent of c and depends
solely on the average capacity  through . In particular,
the fraction of unsaturated nodes is given by
P
 = 0 = H . 53
D. Resource distribution
We define the resource at a node i by
ri 
 i + 
j
Aijyij . 54
The currents are obtained by minimizing
Ei = 
j
AijAijyij + − 
 j2c yij2 + 12yij2 55
subject to the constraints  jAijyij +i	0. Introducing the
Lagrange multiplier 
i for the constraint, we obtain
ri = maxi − cmA,0 . 56
Hence the resource distribution is given by
Pr = 
cmA

d − cmA − r + 
−
cmA
dr .
57
For the Gaussian capacity distribution, it reduces to
Pr =
exp− 12 r − 2
2
r + H− r . 58
This shows that the resource distribution becomes indepen-
dent of c in the large c limit, confirming the picture that the
current in a link scales as c−1, summing up to a total current
of c0 satisfying the resource requirement of the nodes.
E. Dynamics
To analyze the dynamics in the limit of large c, one con-
siders random sequential updates using the algorithm pre-
sented in Sec. V. Time is divided into steps of size t
=1/cN. At each time step, a directed link from node j to i is
randomly chosen, such that each directed link is chosen ex-
actly once in each integer interval of time, and the messages
of the links are updated.
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The current yjk, for a link feeding node j, is updated in the
backward messages corresponding to the forward ones from
j to ik. This implies that yjk is updated K times in a time
step. As will be shown, the algorithm uses information up-
dated in the previous step to compute the optimal current.
Since the previous step lies in the previous interval, this ap-
proach is not the most efficient for monitoring the evolving
average energy.
Denote the average of message Ajkt over all links at time
t as mAt, and mˆAt the expected value of Ajkt when it is
updated at time t. Then, for a time t in the interval between t0
and t0+1 this leads to the dynamical equation
dmAt
dt
= mˆAt − mAt0 for t0  t t0 + 1. 59
Suppose the link ij is updated at time t, according to Eq.
26. Then the average over link ij becomes
cmˆAt = 
−
cmAt
dcmAt −  . 60
For the Gaussian capacity distribution, this becomes
cmˆAt = 
−
t
Dz„t − z… = I1„t… , 61
where t=cmAt− . It is convenient to convert Eq. 59
to a dynamical equation for t,
dt
dt
= I1„t… − t0 −  for t0  t t0 + 1,
with the initial condition 0=−.
The dynamics of the average energy depends on whether
one adopts the backward or forward information-provision
method, described by Eqs. 27 and 29, respectively. We
first consider the case of backward information provision.
Suppose the link from j to i is updated at time tij in the
interval between t0 and t0+1. Using Eq. 27,
yjktij = − Ajktjk
−  − 
ijtij , 62
where Ajktjk
−  is given by Eq. 36 and tjk
− is the instant that
the link from k to j is previously chosen for update. With
probability t0+1− tij, tjk
− lies in the previous time interval
between t0−1 and t0. Otherwise, tjk
− lies between t0 and tij.
To calculate the average energy t0+1, one can ex-
press yjk
2  in terms of the moments Ajk
2 tjk
− , 
ij
2 tij, and
Ajktjk
− 
ijtij. Hence on averaging over all descendents k,
denoted as  k, the second moment of Ajktjk
−  is given via
Eq. 36 by
Ajktjk
− 2k =
1
c2

t0−1
t0
dtjk
− t0 + 1 − tij + 
t0
tij
dtjk
− 
 dcmAtjk−  − 2cmAtjk−  −  .
63
For the Gaussian capacity distribution, this becomes
Ajktjk
− 2k =
1
c2
I¯2tij , 64
where
I¯lt 
 
t0−1
t0
dtt0 + 1 − t + 
t0
t
dtIl„t… . 65
Averaging over ij at time t0+1,
Ajktjk
− 2ijk =
1
c2

t0
t0+1
dtI¯2t , 66
which can be simplified to
Ajktjk
− 2ijk =
1
c2
12t0−1
t0
dtI2„t…
+ 
t0
t0+1
dtt0 + 1 − tI2„t… . 67
A similar calculation follows for the second moment of

ijtij at time t0+1, leading to

ijtij2ij =
1
c2

t0
t0+1
dtI2„t… 68
for the Gaussian capacity distribution.
Similarly, the expression for the crossed moment in the
case of Gaussian capacity distribution is
Ajktjk
− 
ijtijijk = −
1
c2

t0
t0+1
dtI¯1tI1„t… , 69
which can be simplified to
Ajktjk
− 
ijtijijk = −
1
c2t0−1t0 dtI1„t…

t0
t0+1
dtt0 + 1 − tI1„t…
+
1
2t0
t0+1
dtI1„t…2 . 70
Hence the average energy per link in the case of Gaussian
capacity distribution is
t0 + 1 =
1
2c2 12t0−1t0 dtI2„t…
+ 
t0
t0+1
dtt0 + 1 − tI2„t…
− 2
t0−1
t0
dtI1„t…

t0
t0+1
dtt0 + 1 − tI1„t…
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− 
t0
t0+1
dtI1„t…2 + 
t0
t0+1
dtI2„t… .
71
Next, we consider the case of forward information-
provision described by Eq. 29, whose large c limit is given
by
yijtij = − Aijtij
− + Ajitji
− , 72
where the link from j to i is updated at time tij in the time
interval between t0 and t0+1, tij
− and tji
− are, respectively, the
instants that the links from j to i and from i to j are previ-
ously chosen for update. Derivation analogous to the back-
ward information-provision method yields
t0 + 1 =
1
2c2t0−1t0 dtI2„t… − 2t0−1t0 dtI1„t…

t0
t0+1
dtI¯1t + 
t0
t0+1
dtI¯2t , 73
which can be simplified to
t0 + 1 =
1
2c2 32t0−1t0 dtI2„t…
+ 
t0
t0+1
dtt0 + 1 − tI2„t…
− 2
t0−1
t0
dtI1„t…

t0
t0+1
dtt0 + 1 − tI1t
− 
t0−1
t0
dtI2„t…2 . 74
Equation 72 shows that the forward information-provision
method uses only outdated information to calculate the cur-
rent. Consequently, the convergence of the average energy is
slower than that of the backward information-provision
method by about half a step.
VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To examine the accuracy of the theoretical results and the
efficacy of the message-passing algorithm of Sec. V we con-
ducted a series of numerical experiments. First, we solved
numerically the recursive equation 14 using population dy-
namics for various connectivity values and obtained various
quantities of interest from it, including the energy, current,
and chemical potential distribution. Second, we carried out
simulations using the algorithms of Eqs. 26 and 25 and
compared the results to those obtained from the numerical
simulations. We then compared the scaling properties of the
results with respect to the connectivity with the theoretical
scaling obtained in Sec. VI. All experiments in this section
have been carried out using the quadratic cost y=y2 /2.
To solve numerically the recursive equation 14 we have
discretized the vertex free energy functions FVy T into a
vector, whose ith component is the value of the function
corresponding to the current yi. To speed up the optimization
search at each node, we first find the vertex saturation cur-
rent drawn from a node such that: a the current drawn by
each descendent node separately optimizes its own vertex
free energy plus the transportation cost to the node being
considered. For descendent nodes k, this current yk
* is given
by
yk
*
= argminykFVykTk + yk . 75
b The resource of the node considered is just used up. For
node j, its vertex saturation current yjs is given by
yj
s
= 
kj
A jkyk* +  j . 76
For current below this saturation point, the vertex free energy
remains constant. That is, FVyj T j=FVyj
s T j for yjyj
s
.
Hence this provides a convenient starting point for searching
the optimal solutions. The drawn current can then be in-
creased in small discrete steps, and the optimal solution can
be found, for example, using an exhaustive search, by vary-
ing the descendent currents in small discrete steps. This ap-
proach is particularly convenient for c=3, where the search
is confined to a single parameter. For larger values of c, other
search techniques, such as conjugate gradient search, can be
used.
These recursive equations provide a discretized represen-
tation of the vertex free energy FVy T, from which various
properties of the system can be calculated.
Average energy. To compute the average energy, we ran-
domly draw c−1 nodes, compute the optimal current flowing
between them, and repeat the sampling to obtain the average.
The results of iteration for a Gaussian distribution 
with variance 1 and average  were described in 12.
There we found that the convergence rate slows down when
 decreases towards 0. A cusp in the relaxation rate depen-
dence on  exists at 0.45, where the fraction of satu-
rated nodes is about 0.48, close to the percolation threshold
of 0.5 for c=3. Hence the cusp is probably related to the
appearance of a percolating cluster of negative resources,
which draws currents from increasingly extensive regions of
nodes with excess resources to satisfy the demand.
Dependence on the connectivity. We have presented in
12 evidence that the currents scale as c−1, so that after
rescaling, the average energy c2 see Fig. 1 inset, the
current distribution Pcy /c, and the resource distribution
Pr become principally dependent on the average capacity
, and only weakly dependent on the connectivity c. The
scaling property extends to the dynamics of the optimization
process. All results of increasing connectivity approach those
of the high connectivity limit derived in Sec. VI.
Here we further study how the high connectivity limit is
approached from increasing finite values of c. We define the
empirical scaling factor s by
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s = limc→ c2

. 77
s is expected to converge to c in the high connectivity limit.
As shown in Fig. 1, the empirical scaling factor correspond-
ing to different values of  collapse on a linear curve with
slope 1. The best fit is s1.02c−0.43. It is remarkable that
the network behavior already converges to scaling at low
values of c.
We make use of this empirical scaling factor to rescale the
current distribution. The current distribution consists of a
delta function component at y=0 Fig. 1b inset 21 and
a continuous component, whose breadth decreases with .
Excluding the delta function component, the continuous dis-
tribution after rescaling is shown in Fig. 1b. The approach
to the high connectivity limit is even faster when compared
with that by setting the scaling factor to be c−1 12.
Energy dependence on node capacity. We divide the
nodes into ten groups according to their node capacities.
Nodes in group 1 have their capacities among the top 10%,
those in group 2 the next highest 10%, and so on. For each
group, we then calculate the average energy per link for
those links connected to the nodes of that group. The general
trend can be seen in Figs. 2a and 2b. Group 1 consists of
the richest nodes. Since they are the resource providers to the
rest of the network, their connected links have high average
energy. On the other hand, group 10 consists of the poorest
nodes. Since they are the resource consumers of the network,
their connected links also have high average energy. Com-
pared with group 1, their average energy is even higher due
to the enforcement of the resource constraints, Eq. 1. By
comparison, the groups in between consist of relay nodes
which typically receive resources from the richer ones and
provide resources to the poorer ones. The energies of their
connected links have intermediate averages. Figures 2a and
2b show that these different roles played by nodes of dif-
ferent capacities can lead to a significant difference in the
average energies of their connected links.
Furthermore, when one compares networks of different
connectivities, one finds that the rescaled energy curves be-
come only weakly dependent on the connectivity. The con-
vergence to the high connectivity limit is rather fast.
Figure 2b inset shows the rescaled energy curves in the
high connectivity limit for different . When  in-
creases, a plateau starts to develop among the groups of
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FIG. 1. Color online Results for N=1000 and y=y2 /2. a
The dependence of the empirical scaling factor s on the connectivity
c for different values of . Line: best fit. Inset: c2 as a function
of . Symbols: c=3 , 4 , 5 , 10 ∆, and high c line.
b The continuous component of the current distribution Psy /s
for =0.02, 0.5, and 1. Lines: c=3 solid, 4 dotted, 5 dashed,
10 dot-dashed, and high c long dashed. Inset: Py=0 as a func-
tion of , symbols: same as a inset.
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FIG. 2. Color online Results for N=1000 and y=y2 /2. a
The rescaled energy per link connected to the ten groups of nodes
with decreasing ranges of capacities at =0.02 for different con-
nectivities indicated in the legend. b Same as a but at =0.2.
Inset: Comparison of the curves for =0.02, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3 top
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richer nodes, indicating that the rich nodes become unsatur-
ated in their resource provision, so that the energy of their
connected links becomes independent of their excess re-
sources. They have  I1 according to Eq. 48. Simula-
tion results for c=10 presented in the same figure provide
support to this behavior. In fact, the development of this
plateau is already visible in the simulation results of finite
connectivities in Fig. 3, whose trend shows that the homog-
enization of energy among the links connected to the rich
nodes is increasingly effective when the connectivity in-
creases.
Chemical potential distribution. Both the message-
passing and price iteration algorithms allow us to study the
distribution P
 of the chemical potentials 
. P
 consists
of a delta function at 
=0 Fig. 3 inset and a continuous
component. The width of the continuous component in-
creases when  decreases. Note the concurrence of low
average resources and highly negative values of 
, consistent
with the economic interpretation of 
 as the storage cost of a
node. The scaling property of the distribution is illustrated in
Fig. 3. For =0.5 and 1, the distributions collapse well
even for relatively low values of c. For =0.02, a consid-
erable dependence on c remains after rescaling. However, the
approach to the high c limit is visible.
VIII. GENERAL COST FUNCTIONS
The cost used so far was the, rather simple, quadratic cost.
In this section we examine the applicability of the message-
passing algorithm for more general costs. Two representative
costs will be studied.
a The anharmonic cost function is used to model the
effects of costs rising faster than quadratic,
y =
y2
2
+
uy3
3
. 78
b The frictional cost function is used to model the ef-
fects of frictional forces in resource allocation, which add an
extra cost per unit current in a link irrespective of direction.
Hence it is also useful in networks with multiple classes of
traffic sharing the same links. The cost function takes the
form
y =
y2
2
+ vy . 79
Note that these cost functions represent two distinct cases.
The former has well-defined first and second derivatives for
all of its arguments. In the latter case, the frictional cost
function does not have a second derivative at y=0. There is
a kink in the cost function at the point of zero current, thus
increasing the preference for idle links, or equivalently the
reluctance to switch on a link. As will be shown, the conver-
gence of the message-passing algorithm is much more diffi-
cult and modifications are necessary.
A. Anharmonic cost
1. Price iteration
Introducing Lagrange multipliers for the capacity con-
straints, the function to be minimized is
L = 
ij
 yij22 + uyij
3
3  + i 
i jLi yij + i , 80
where Li is the set of neighboring nodes of i. Optimizing
with respect to yij
−yji, one obtains the relation
yij =
1
u
14 + u
 j − 
i − 12sgn
 j − 
i . 81
Using the capacity constraints, the chemical potential 
i is
given by 
i=mingi
−10 ,0, where gi
−1 is the inverse of the
function
gix = 
jLi
1
u
14 + u
 j − x − 12sgn
 j − x + i.
82
This provides a price iteration scheme. We solve this equa-
tion using the bisection method, noting that the function is
monotonic nonincreasing. This requires one to know the so-
lution bounds. Let 
max and 
min be the maximum and mini-
mum of the chemical potentials among the neighbors of node
i. Examining the cases of i0 and i0 separately, one
finds the range for the solution of x,

min + mini
c
1 + ui
c
,0
 xmin
max + maxi
c
1 + ui
c
,0,0 .
83
2. Message passing
Since the cost function has well-defined first and second
derivatives for all of its arguments, the message-passing al-
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FIG. 3. Color online Results for system size N=1000 and
y=y2 /2. The chemical potential distribution Ps
 /s for 
=0.02, 0.5, and 1. Lines: c=3 solid, 4 dotted, 5 dashed, 10
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=0 as a function
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gorithm formulated in Sec. V is directly applicable:
Aij ← − 
ij , 84
Bij ←
− 
ij

kLj\i	
Bjk +  jk 
−1
, 85
where

ij = min 
kLj\i	
yjk − Ajk +  jk Bjk +  jk −1 +  j − yij
 
kLj\i	
Bjk +  jk 
−1−1,0 , 86
and the backward message is given by
yjk ← yjk −
Ajk +  jk + 
ij
Bjk +  jk
. 87
For the anharmonic cost function,
 jk = yjk + uyjk
2 sgn yjk and  jk = 1 + 2uyjk .
3. Simulation results
To study the behavior of the various algorithms in the
case of the anharmonic cost function, in comparison to the
quadratic cost, we carried out a simulation under similar con-
ditions to those of Sec. VII.
Figure 4a shows the average energy per link as a func-
tion of iteration steps of the price iteration algorithm for the
anharmonic cost function. Figures 4b–4d show the distri-
butions, Py, Pr, and P
 of the currents, resources, and
chemical potentials, respectively, at the corresponding values
of . The results obtained are very similar to those of the
quadratic cost function and show the same qualitative behav-
ior, as can be seen by comparing Figs. 4a–4d with Figs.
1a inset, 2a, 2b, and 3a, respectively.
In Figs. 5a–5d we compare the behavior of the price
iteration and message-passing algorithms by plotting the av-
erage energy per link, the fraction of idle links Py=0, the
fraction of saturated nodes Pr=0, and the fraction of un-
saturated nodes P
=0, respectively, as a function of 
for both algorithms at the anharmonic strengths u=1 and 3.
Both methods converge to the same value throughout the
range examined and for the two u values examined.
To provide a more quantitative comparison of the cost
functions, we also plotted in Figs. 5b–5d Py=0, Pr
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FIG. 4. Results for N=1000, c=3, the anharmonic cost function with u=1, and 1000 samples. a  obtained by the price iteration
algorithm, utilizing Eqs. 82 and 83, as a function of t for =0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 top to bottom. b The corresponding current
distribution Py. c The corresponding resource distribution Pr. d The corresponding chemical potential distribution P
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=0, and P
=0, respectively, for the quadratic u=0 cost
function. Simulations have been carried out under the same
conditions N=1000, c=3, and 1000 samples. It is remark-
able that there is little difference between the quadratic and
anharmonic cases. The different cost functions merely
change the continuous components of these distributions,
leaving the delta function components effectively un-
changed.
B. Frictional cost
1. Price iteration
Introducing Lagrange multipliers for the capacity con-
straints, the function to be minimized is
L = 
ij
 yij22 + vyij + i 
i jLi yij + i . 88
Optimizing with respect to yij
−yji, one obtains
yij = 
 j − 
i − v sgn
 j − 
i
 j − 
i − v . 89
Using the capacity constraints, the chemical potential is
given by 
i=mingi
−10 ,0, where gi
−1 is the inverse of the
function
gix = 
jLi

 j − x − v sgn
 j − x
 j − x − v + i.
90
Since gix is monotonic nonincreasing and piecewise linear,
we have a fast way to solve the equation by finding the
function at its 2c turning points, located at x=
 j ±v. If
gi
min−v0, the solution is given by 
min−v−gi
min
−v /c; if gi
min−v	0, then among the turning points with
gix	0, one finds the one with the minimum value of gix,
and the solution is given by x−gix /gix+.
2. Message passing
Message-passing algorithms for the currents have not
been successful in this case, presumably due to the diver-
gence of the second derivative at y=0. This in turn requires
some form of regularization that causes the effects of friction
to be exhibited in the first, but not the second, derivative in
finite systems. This inconsistency prevents the algorithm
from converging.
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FIG. 5. Results for N=1000, c=3, the anharmonic cost function, and 1000 samples. a Average energy per link . b The fraction of
idle links Py=0. c The fraction of saturated nodes Pr=0. d The fraction of unsaturated nodes P
=0. Symbols in a–d: results
obtained by the price iteration algorithm for the quadratic cost function u=0 , and the anharmonic cost function with u=1  and u=3
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We present here an approach based on the chemical po-
tential representation. To formulate an appropriate version of
message passing for this case, we return to the minimization
of the energy of Sec. V, namely,
Ej
\i
= 
kLj\i	
Ajk jk + 12Bjk jk2 + 12 yjk +  jk2 + vyjk +  jk ,
91
subject to the constraints

kLj\i	
yjk +  jk − yij +  j 	 0, 92
introduced by employing the Lagrange multipliers 
ij. The
optimal solution is given by 
ij =mingij
−10 ,0, where gij
−1 is
the inverse of the function
gijx = 
kLj\i	
1 + Bjk−1Bjkyjk − Ajk − x
− v sgnBjkyjk − Ajk − x
Bjkyjk − Ajk − x − v + i − yij . 93
The forward messages become
Aij ← − 
ij ,
Bij ←
− 
ij

kLj\i	
1 + Bjk−1Bjkyjk − Ajk − 
ij − v
.
94
To complete the algorithm, we need information-
provision messages to determine the drawn current yij at
which the messages should be computed. Analogous to the
case of quadratic cost functions, two methods are proposed.
In the method of backward information-provision mes-
sages, the backward messages are computed directly from
the optimization of Eq. 91 and sent from node j to the
descendent nodes, namely,
yjk ← 1 + Bjk−1Bjkyjk − Ajk − 
ij
− v sgnBjkyjk − Ajk − 
ij
Bjkyjk − Ajk − 
ij − v . 95
This algorithm reduces the error at steady state to a level that
is still rather high. A careful examination of the solution
shows that the error is contributed by oscillatory solutions
between yij and yji. Hence a learning rate  is introduced:
yjk ← 1 − yjk + 1 + Bjk−1Bjkyjk − Ajk − 
ij
− v sgnBjkyjk − Ajk − 
ij
Bjkyjk − Ajk − 
ij − v . 96
The case =1 corresponds to the original algorithm.
In the method of forward information-provision mes-
sages, a node first receives the messages from the ancestor
immediately before it updates its messages. The working
point is obtained by minimizing the energy
Eij = Aijij +
1
2
Bijij
2 + Aji− yij − ij − yji
+
1
2
Bji− yij − ij − yji2 +
1
2
yij + ij2 + vyij + ij ,
97
with the optimal solution
yij ← 1 + Bij + Bji−1Bijyij − Aij − Bjiyji + Aji
− v sgnBijyij − Aij − Bjiyji + Aji
Bijyij − Aij − Bjiyji + Aji − v . 98
For further improvement, a learning rate is introduced,
namely,
yij ← 1 − yij + 1 + Bij + Bji−1Bijyij − Aij − Bjiyji + Aji
− v sgnBijyij − Aij − Bjiyji + Aji
Bijyij − Aij − Bjiyji + Aji − v . 99
3. Simulation results
To study the behavior of both price iteration and message-
passing algorithms in the case of the frictional cost function,
we carried out simulations under similar conditions to those
of Sec. VII. Figure 6a shows the average energy per link as
a function of iteration steps of the price iteration algorithm.
Figures 6b–6d show the current, resource, and chemical
potential distributions, Py, Pr, and P
, respectively, for
the various  values.
The results shown in Figs. 6a–6c exhibit a similar
qualitative behavior to those of the quadratic and anharmonic
cost functions. However, there is a substantial difference in
the chemical potential distribution, shown in Fig. 6d as a
pseudogap develops in the range v
0, as well as a kink
at 
=−2v. From Eq. 89 one notices that a link becomes
idle when the potential difference at its vertices is less than
v, accounting for the existence of the pseudogap.
A quantitative comparison between the results obtained
by price iteration 90 and message-passing Eqs. 94 and
95 algorithms =1, no learning rate is presented in Fig.
7. A comparison of the average energy per link as a function
of , the fraction of idle links Py=0, and the fraction of
unsaturated nodes P
=0 is shown in Figs. 7a–7d, re-
spectively, showing good agreement between the result ob-
tained using both algorithms. Results obtained by both price
iteration and message-passing algorithms for a friction v
=1 cost are also contrasted with results obtained for the
quadratic v=0 cost in Figs. 7b and 7d.
As shown in Fig. 7, the price iteration and the original
message-passing algorithms yield results agreeing in the av-
erage energy a, the fraction of idle links b, and the frac-
tion of unsaturated nodes d. Compared with the quadratic
cost function, the fraction of idle links is considerably in-
creased after introducing the friction, as shown in Fig. 7b.
However, as shown in Fig. 7c, the message-passing algo-
rithm gives values much lower than those of price iteration,
and is inconsistent with the results in Fig. 7d.
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The resource distribution in Fig. 8a explains the discrep-
ancy. Compared with the results in Fig. 6c, the sharp peak
at r=0 is broadened to finite values of r. This shows that the
original message-passing algorithm is not precise in comput-
ing the resources. Furthermore, the chemical potential distri-
bution in Fig. 8b exhibits rough features in the pseudogap,
and the jumps near the edge of the pseudogap are less sharp
than those in Fig. 6d.
These unsatisfactory performances of the message-
passing algorithm can be traced to its nonconvergence. In
message passing, convergence is monitored by the root-
mean-square average of yij +yji /221/2, which is expected
to approach 0. As shown in Fig. 8c for the original algo-
rithm =1, the convergence parameter reaches 0.04 at t
=500, compared with the value of 0.0003 for the price itera-
tion algorithm.
To improve convergence, we introduce a learning rate ac-
cording to Eqs. 96 and 99. As shown in Figs. 8c and
8d, convergence improves for decreasing , but is also
slowed down. Comparing the two information-provision
methods, the one using forward information-provision mes-
sages converges faster.
As shown in Fig. 9a, better convergence is obtained by
the forward information-provision messages in 500 steps.
Figure 9b summarizes the improvement in the fraction of
saturated nodes on introducing the learning rate for 500
steps; results obtained using the price iteration algorithm are
provided for comparison. Obviously, further improvement
can be made by increasing the number of time steps, and
hence depends on the amount of computational resources
one wishes to commit.
IX. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a study of inference and optimization
tasks of real value edges on sparse graphs under given con-
straints and cost measure. A generic framework comprising
of sparsely connected nodes, representing constraints, and
edges representing current variables connecting them, is used
as the basic framework for the inference and optimization
tasks. Inference of real values attributed to the graph edges
has very rarely been studied before within and outside the
statistical physics community. Although both theoretical
analysis and algorithmic solutions can be obtained for any
connectivity profile, we restricted this study to the case of
fixed connectivity, c.
The framework is analyzed using both the replica method
and Bethe approximation to obtain a set of recursive equa-
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FIG. 6. Results for N=1000, c=3, the frictional cost function with v=1, and 1000 samples. a  obtained by the price iteration
algorithm as a function of t for =0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5 top to bottom. b The corresponding current distribution Py. c The
corresponding resource distribution Pr. d The corresponding chemical potential distribution P
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tions to be solved numerically. The solutions provide nu-
merical results for the free energy, average energy, and the
distribution of currents, resources, and chemical potentials
for the various cases. The recursive equations also enabled us
to obtain scaling rules for various quantities of interest as a
function of the node connectivity. In addition, we have de-
vised message-passing and price iteration algorithms for
solving the optimization problem. The message-passing al-
gorithm is based on passing first and second derivatives of
the vertex free energy, representing the local contribution to
the system’s free energy, thus saving the need to pass the full
free energy functions as messages. Despite the simplicity of
the two-parameter messages, they yield exact solutions in the
limit of sparse connectivity as long as they converge.
Most numerical studies have been carried out for the case
of quadratic cost that corresponds to the resource allocation
problem which initiated this study. In this case we fixed the
nodes’ capacities, representing biases in the local constraints,
to quenched variables drawn from some Gaussian distribu-
tion of given mean  and unit variance. Numerical results
for various parameters values, c and , show excellent
agreement between the analytical and algorithmic ap-
proaches both for finite and asymptotic connectivity values.
Moreover, they expose an interesting percolation transition
of the clusters of nodes with negative resources when 
varies, giving rise to a slowing down of the convergence of
the saddle point equations below a certain value of .
To study the efficacy of our approach to other cost mea-
sures we have examined two different costs that include an-
harmonic and friction terms. We have applied two different
algorithms in these cases based on the price iteration and
message passing. Price iterations involve solving a nonlinear
equation of the chemical potential at each step numerically.
On the other hand, message passing involves updating the
messages based on the working points estimated from the
information-provision messages. While the obtained solu-
tions are qualitatively similar to that of the quadratic cost,
there are also substantial algorithmic and conceptual differ-
ences, especially in the case of friction cost. For the optimi-
zation task studied in this paper, price iteration is simpler in
implementation and converges better when compared with
message passing. However, for future extensions to inference
problems at finite temperatures, we expect the message-
passing approach to be more appropriate. It is also useful to
adopt an adaptive learning rate as a function of time to op-
timize the performance 24.
We believe this research opens a rich area for further in-
vestigations with many potential applications, especially
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when additional restrictions are imposed and other costs con-
sidered. More specifically, one may consider bandwidth lim-
ited links 23 and other nonlinear costs which are of interest
in realistic networks. We expect that many nonlinear costs
may exhibit replica symmetry-breaking effects, and it would
be interesting to consider how the analyses and algorithms
should be modified to cope with these effects.
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APPENDIX A: REPLICA APPROACH
TO NETWORK OPTIMIZATION
To calculate the averaged replicated partition function 5,
we employ an integral representation of the step function to
obtain
Zn =
1
N Aij=0,1

i
 dzi2izic+1i zijAij

i
 dii

 di
−i

di
 dˆ i2
 ei
ˆ
i
i

−i
2/2exp− 
i
iˆ i

j
Aij j − i
− 
ij


Aij j − i . A1
Collecting terms containing Aij and summing over them, one
obtains
Zn =
1
Ni  
dzi
2izi
c+1
i
 dii


 di
−i

di
 dˆ i2 eiˆ ii−i2/2

ij 1 + zizj exp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− 

 j

− i
 . A2
This includes a mixed term of i and j indices. An additional
expansion is required to disentangle the two indices. The
product over ij can be written as an exponential function
whose argument is

ij

m=1

− m−1
2m
zi
mzj
m exp

imˆ i
i

 exp

imˆ j
 j
 
r,s,t


− imˆ i
 j
r
r!

− imˆ j
i
s
s!
i
t
t!
− ddyte−myy=j,
A3
which gives rise to the mean-field parameters
Qr,sm =
1
cNi zi
m exp

imˆ i
i


− imˆ i
ri
s
A4
and the conjugate parameters Qˆ r,sm . The replicated and aver-
aged partition function Zn becomes
Zn =
1
N r,s,m 
dQˆ r,s¯m dQr,s¯m
2/cN
exp− cN 
r,s,m
Qˆ r,s¯m Qr,s¯m 

i
 dzi2izic+1  dii


 di
−i

di
 dˆ i2 eiˆ ii−i2/2
expcN r,s,m Qˆ r,sm i zim exp imˆ ii


− imˆ i
ri
s + cN 
r,s,m
− m−1
2m
Qr,sm


r!s!

j
zj
m exp

imˆ j
 j


 j
r
− imˆ j − ddyse−myy=j . A5
The integration over zi is dominated by the term m=1 in the
cth order expansion of the exponential term that leads to Eq.
7. Both Qr,s and Qˆ r,s are then given by the saddle point
equations
Qr,s =
N1
D
and Qˆ r,s =
N2
D
where
N1 = d

 d
−

d dˆ 2
exp

iˆ  + c − 2 2Xc−1


− iˆ rs,
0.01 0.1 1
η
0.001
0.01
0.1
<[
y i
j+
y j
i]2
>1
/2
(a)
0.01 0.1 1
η
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
P
(r
=0
)
(b)
FIG. 9. The convergence parameter yij +yji /221/2 of
message-passing algorithms as a function of the learning rate  at
t=500 with N=1000, c=3, the frictional cost function with v=1,
and 1000 samples. Symbols: information provision using backward
messages  and forward messages . b The corresponding
fraction of saturated nodes. Symbols: same as in a, and the price
iteration algorithm dashed line.
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N2 =
1
2  d  d−

d dˆ 2
exp

iˆ  + c − 2 2Xc−1


r
r!
1
s!
− iˆ  − ddyse−yy=,
D = d

 d
−

d dˆ 2
exp

iˆ  + c − 2 2Xc, A6
where X is given by Eq. 8. By virtue of the saddle point
equations A6, one can show that
Qˆ r,s =
1
2t,u 
− t
r!t!s − t!u!
  ddyt+ue−yy=0Qs−t,r+u. A7
Exploiting the even nature of y and relation A7 20, the
expressions for X and Qr,s reduce to
X = 
r,s
Qr,s


r!s!


r− iˆ  − ddyse−yy=.
A8
To better understand the symmetry properties of the order
parameters, we consider the generating function Psz and its
inversion in Eq. 9. Substituting Eq. A8 into Eq. 9, we
reproduce Eq. 10, with DP being
DP = d

 d
−

d dˆ 2
expiˆ  + c − 2 2sk k=1
c
Psk

k
1
sk
!
− iˆ  − ddysk

e−y
y=
. A9
Once we have represented the order parameters Qr,s using
the generating function Psz, we can make explicit assump-
tions about their symmetry properties. In particular, in the
replica symmetric ansatz, we consider functions of the form
Eq. 11.
Notice that the replicas in Eq. 11 are coupled through
their common dependence on the disordered distribution of
. This is different from the SK model, in which the depen-
dence on the disorder is integrated out, and the interaction
between the replicas is explicit. Using the ansatz 11, the
recursion relation for Psz can be replaced by a recursion
relation for the function R in Eq. 12, where
DR = d
k=1
c  dkR,kTk

k=1
c
k − c + V
exp− 2 2 − k=1
c
 − kn

1/n
.
A10
V is the capacity of the vertex fed by c trees T1 , . . . ,Tc.
Letting y
−z, we consider solutions of Eq. 12 in the
form
Rz,T = WZVyT . A11
Separating the dependence on the current potentials from
that on the currents, the extra Gaussian distribution of  in
Eq. A10 prevents the integration of  from diverging. In-
deed, in the n→0 limit and as →0, the function Wz be-
comes independent of z and can be represented as
W =4 
2
. A12
The recursion relation involving the currents becomes decou-
pled to give
ZVyT = 
k=1
c−1  dykZVykTk

k=1
c−1
yk − y + VTexp− 
k=1
c−1
yk
exp−ln
k=1
c  dykZVykTk

k=1
c
yk + Vexp− 
k=1
c
yk

 .
A13
Let FVy T be the vertex free energy when a current y is
drawn from the vertex of a tree T, given by FVy T=
−T ln ZVy T. Then the recursion relation of the free energy
is given by Eq. 13, which in the zero-temperature limit
becomes Eq. 14.
To calculate the free energy in the replica approach, one
returns to Eq. 7. In the second term of the exponential
argument therein, one eliminates Qˆ r,s by Eq. A7, expresses
Qr,s in terms of Psz by Eq. 9 and, in turn, Rz ,  by
Eq. 11. In the third term, one expresses X in terms of Qr,s
by Eq. A8 and follows similar steps. The result is
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Zn = expN c2 − c2 d1d2R2,1T1
R1,2T2exp− 1 − 2n

+ ln d
k=1
c  dkR,kTk

k=1
c
k − c + 
exp− 
k=1
c
 − k −

2
2n

 .
A14
Using the recursion relation Eq. 12, one can show that the
sum of the first two terms in the exponential argument van-
ishes. In the limit n→0 one obtains the free energy
F = − Nln d
k=1
c
R,kTk
k=1
c
k − c + 
exp− 
k=1
c
 − k −

2
2

. A15
Using the vertex free energy representation, one then
straightforwardly rewrites Eq. A15 as Eq. 15 up to a
constant.
APPENDIX B: MESSAGES IN THE BAYESIAN
APPROXIMATION
To show that the vertex free energies are directly related
to passed messages in the Bayesian approximation, one re-
sorts to formulating the problem on a bipartite graph and
deriving the closed set of equations that relate to the mes-
sages passed from variables to interaction nodes and vice
versa.
The representation of the problem as a bipartite graph is
shown in Fig. 10, with the current variables y on the left and
the interaction variables Z on the right. Using conventional
notations 3 one can easily derive the closed set of equa-
tions:
Qyij  PyijRyij , B1
where Qyij is the posterior of yij given Zj, Pyij is the prior
of yij, and Ryij is the likelihood of Zj given yij. As shown in
Fig. 10, the message from Zj to yij is Qyij, and the message
from yij to Zi is Ryij. Thus
Ryij = 
kLi\j
dyjkPZjyij,yjk:k L j \ i	 
kLj\i
Qyjk .
B2
Using
Pyij  exp− 2yij , B3
PZjyij,yjk:k L j \ i	   j − yij + 
kLj\i
yjk ,
B4
and substituting the expression for Q B1 into the P equa-
tion B2 one obtains
Ryij  
kLj\i
 dyjk j − yij + 
kLj\i
yjk
 
kLj\i
exp− 2yjkRyjk . B5
Let F˜Vyij Zj=−T ln Ryij. Then on taking the logarithm of
both sides of Eq. B5 and normalizing, one retrieves Eq.
15 if F˜Vyij Zj is identified with the vertex free energy
FVyij T j,
F˜VyijZj = − T ln
k=1
c−1  dyjk
k=1
c−1
yjk − yij +  j
exp− 
k=1
c−1
F˜VyjkZk + yjk − Fav.
B6
This means that the vertex free energy FVyij T j is equiva-
lent to −T times the logarithm of the message Ryij from yij
to Zi.
k
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FIG. 10. Color online A bipartite graph representation of the
resource allocation problem with the current variables y on the left
and the interaction variables Z on the right.
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